ACROSS

1 And 11ac Travelling to the record shop, perhaps, is
cheap (5,3,1,4)
9 Mistakes take an age to conceal deserter (6)
10 Drunken spree involving end of posh ball (6)
11 See 1ac (4)
12 Abscond from European Community
leaders in wet surroundings (6)
13 Cuts material prices? (9)
15 Bradman return gets approval (3)
16 Work hard in song (6)
19 One’s male doctrine (3)
21 Magritte reversed rules in act of modernism? (7)
22 Honest brokers in ceremony, to some extent (7)
24 Drink for a distance (3)
26 Applause given to the Spanish composer (6)
29 Little relative insisted on being involved (3)
31 Hates rent revisions and menaces (9)
32 Entice Home Counties dictator (6)
34 Source of olive oil cooked in a stew (4)
35 A cat’s in charge with energy (6)
36 Beady influence of Bremner around South Africa (6)
37 Callous - like an only partial deck of cards (9)
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In terms of horror, phantom is one with no parents (6)
Lacked requirement for journalist (6)
Early position created of late (6)
More headstrong Soviet leader has breakfast
food (7)
A right toff in a country (9)
We’re told green man was here with cigar (6)
Go in after fish and chips (9)
Despatch to pointless goal (3)
Firm’s at home with money (4)
Carthorse sent bolting by lots of players (9)
We set out with business service for cereal dish (9)
Unfit stream, right away (3)
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Scottish politician with more socialist principles, originally (3)
Weird-sounding lake (4)
A hotel constructed around northern Irish town (7)
One unsuited to life and industry without the railway? (6)
Fix material with atmosphere (6)
Walk on the street with some bread (6)
Stacks of slow-movers? (6)
Cathedral city hotel - you might spot it! (3)

